Reader Spotlight

North of Beautiful by
Justina Chen
“A young woman has a port wine
stain on her face, and her dad is
verbally abusive. After going on a
trip and making new friends, she
stands up to him and says ‘I’m not
going to let you treat me like this
anymore.’ It’s a good message for
anyone, that even if it’s hard, you
have to stand up and say ‘that’s
not okay.’ It’s also a fun read.”
Uprising by Margaret Peterson
Haddix
“This is about the Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory Fire in 1911. It
covers the workers’ strikes and
the fire from the perspective of 3
girls - two immigrant workers and
a rich girl. I learned that it doesn’t
matter where you come from,
deep down we are all the same.
It’s thought-provoking and
historical.”

“Tell us
about your
favorite
books.”

The Graveyard
Book by Neil Gaiman
“A little boy’s family is murdered and
he is raised by ghosts in a
graveyard. He learns all this
amazing stuff about history because
it’s coming from people who lived it.
He has to defeat the people who
killed his family. It’s really creepy
and fun. Neil Gaiman writes about
the darker elements of living while
balancing it with the good, funny
parts - why we live, why we’re here.”
Island of the Blue Dolphins by
Scott O’Dell
“I read this when I was 9 and again
this year. It’s about a Chief’s
daughter who is left behind alone on
an island. She has to do all the things
she was taught girls can’t do because
there’s no man to help her. She
makes weapons, hunts food, and she
totally kicks butt. My family always
told me that girls are just as good as
boys, but this book made me believe
it. I thought ‘hey, I could do that.’”

Refugee by Alan Gratz

The Goose Girl by Shannon Hale

“This follows the story of 3
refugees in different time periods
and places. They each undertake
their journey with the same mode
in their heads: ‘Walk forward, don’t
look back, keep your eyes down,
become invisible.’ I picked this
because of the current
government. How can anyone who
knows the facts let this keep
happening? How do we fix this?”

“This is about the gift of language
and different kinds of language. It’s a
fantasy about a princess who goes
into hiding as a goose girl - she can
work, really get down to business,
she doesn’t fool around. There’s a
great scene where she stops a bad
wedding by offering evidence to the
King. She persuades with the truth.
It’s a fairy tale for teens.”

Paper Towns by John Green

The Mysterious Benedict Society
by Trenton Lee Stewart

“I just love John Green, his
descriptions, the funny
conversations he makes up,
even the names. A boy named
Quentin is in love with his
neighbor Margo. They have this
crazy night and then she runs
away and leaves these little
clues for him to find. He skips
graduation to go on a road trip
with his friends to find her, which
is the funniest part.”

“This is fantasy or sci-fi for young
readers. It has you turning the pages
thinking ‘what crazy thing will happen
next?’ and is really fun. It’s about 4
kids who are fighting an evil man who
is targeting young people through TV
and radio, which some real elements
to it if you think about it. I love the
kids. They all have gifts. Constance’s
gift is stubbornness. She will not back
down. She’s basically me as a
3-year-old.”

